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Tracking the macro

EQUITY OUTLOOK

The Nifty corrected sharply (8%) in early June before a muted recovery towards the end of the month. We expect

continued volatility with muted market returns over the coming 1-2 quarters. A clear direction should emerge

only when clarity on a number of macro factors emerge in the coming months. We continue to track these

indicators, while following our bottom-up investment strategy, based primarily on earnings growth with adequate

guardrails for valuations, balance sheet quality and cash flow conversions.
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Interest rates

The Fed is expected to raise rates by ~175bp to 3.5% by

the end of CY22 before taking a pause. We believe that

this is in the price: consensus believes that medium-to-

long term market yields have baked this in (see chart

below). If the Fed does, indeed, pause at 3.5%, we

think that sets the stage for the market to bottom out

by the end of CY22 and domestic factors like earnings

would then take over as the key driver. It is, however,

not a done deal – the Fed’s actions would be governed

by inflation trajectory and a pause assumes that there

are no further spikes.

The outlook for domestic rates is relatively benign.

Consensus expectations are for ~100bp hikes through

to FY24, but there is a likelihood that the RBI could

pause at 50-75bp from here. There is a little more risk

to the long bond yield, given the deficit pressures, but

we are closer to peak interest rates than the bottom.

As we discussed in previous notes, these hikes take

India’s rates to the mid-point of long-term ranges. This

poses little risk to the economic recovery, in our view.

Commodity prices

The sharp correction in commodity prices in June is an

incremental positive. If it does sustain, it would have a

beneficial knock-on impact on inflation, which would

encourage central banks to adopt a less aggressive

tightening path. We do note, however, that we are

entering a period of benign base effect so the

correction has to be material for the second-order

benefits to kick in. Our base case remains that the Fed

tightens in line with consensus expectations.
Source: Alchemy Capital, Bloomberg Consensus
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Jun-22  1m 3m 6m  1Y 

 Major Indian indices

 Sensex 53,027 -4.6% -9.5% -9.0% 1.0%

 Nifty 15,780 -4.8% -9.6% -9.1% 0.4%

 CNX-100 15,929 -5.0% -9.8% -9.6% -0.2%

 CNX-500 13,388 -5.2% -10.1% -10.7% -0.6%

 Mid-cap and Small-cap Indices

 BSE Mid-cap 21,713 -6.2% -9.9% -13.0% -3.7%

 BSE Small-cap 24,786 -6.0% -12.2% -15.9% -1.8%

 CNX Mid-cap 26,453 -6.5% -10.9% -13.1% -1.9%

 CNX Small-cap 8,445 -8.3% -19.1% -25.2% -13.2%

 Performance (%) 

Jun-22  1m 3m 6m  1Y 

 NSE sector indices

 CNX Bank 33,425 -5.8% -8.1% -5.8% -3.9%

 CNX Auto 11,701 1.0% 10.9% 7.0% 10.4%

 CNX Realty 385 -6.4% -16.9% -20.4% 12.0%

 CNX Infrastructure 4,620 -5.3% -7.9% -6.7% 6.5%

 CNX Energy 25,109 -2.1% -2.8% 10.9% 26.7%

 CNX FMCG 37,665 -2.7% 3.8% 0.2% 4.4%

 CNX Pharma 12,159 -3.5% -10.5% -14.5% -15.0%

 CNX IT 27,843 -6.2% -23.3% -28.1% -4.5%

 Performance (%) 
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EQUITY OUTLOOK

The ancillary benefit is that this should mean a

bottoming out of margins for industries dependent on

commodity price input. The lagged price increases are

anyway likely to cushion the margin impact from

2HCY22, and a further fall in commodity prices would

give the companies extra breathing room.

Earnings

The 1QFY23 earnings season begins in a couple of

weeks. Key trends that we will be tracking

- TOPLINE GROWTH: We expect strong growth

across the board because of higher selling prices

and this being a lockdown-free quarter. For

consumer companies, volume growth should

remain tepid due to the negative impact of

inflation. Overall, we see some tempering of

growth from the 4QFY22 levels (23% y/y) due to

a stronger base.

- MARGINS: We expect margins to be hurt by (a) the
delayed impact of the commodity price spikes and
(b) significant wage hikes across most sectors.
Companies may offset it with some pullback in
discretionary expenses but we do not expect a
pretty picture. However, management commentary
about the outlook will be important - we think that
1QFY23 is probably the worst in terms of margins.

- CAPITAL ALLOCATION. We think companies

should be more careful with capital allocation as

the overall environment gets tougher. The cost

of capital is incrementally higher because of rising

interest rates and falling PE multiples in the listed

market. Availability of equity is also not as easy. In this

context, we would be more careful with companies

that are making aggressive capital allocation decisions

in the form of capex or acquisitions.

Overall, we reiterate our view that there is little risk to
headline Nifty earnings, as has been demonstrated by
the resilience of consensus estimates even after the
Ukraine war erupted. The broader market could see a
little more pressure, but we do not see any cause for
alarm. The upcoming earnings season should give us
more insight into this.

Domestic consumer demand

There are strong demand drivers in play for consumer

segments across the spectrum.

- We expect a bounce-back in the informal

economy (because of no lockdowns) as we

progress into FY23. This should flow through to

workers in that segment, who make up a large

part of India’s low-income population. This

should help address the K-shaped recovery

problem and help demand recovery in value

segments. Inflation, however, remains a

challenge but a strong recovery in income may

help overcome that.

www.alchemycapital.com
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Bloomberg Commodity Index

Source: Alchemy Capital, Bloomberg Source: Alchemy Capital, Bloomberg
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EQUITY OUTLOOK

- Anecdotal evidence indicates that wage

hikes for the formal sector (especially in the

executive segments) have been strong across

most sectors, which has pushed up attrition

in many industries. This should translate to a

surge in discretionary consumption, despite

the inflationary pressures.

- We expect a shift in the composition of

consumer demand, as we enter an “opening-

up” phase. There has already been a surge in

“revenge spending” in areas like travel and

tourism, which has seen both improved

demand and pricing power. Within consumer

goods, we see a tempering of growth in “stay

at home” segments like domestic appliances,

partly because of a base effect. On the other

hand, segments like autos (cars and 2-

wheelers) should see a rebound in demand.

Moreover, resolution of supply chain

challenges in areas like chips should drive

improved fulfilment, too.

www.alchemycapital.com

Staggered deployment continues

We continue to deploy fresh inflows in a staggered manner to take advantage of the continued market

volatility. We do not, however, intend to hold cash for extended periods and are trying to invest within a

month or so, as far as possible. We continue to focus on companies with earnings growth, as that should

be the key driver of stock prices in a rising rate environment. We are constructive on IT, manufacturing,

automotive, chemicals, pharma and high contact sectors like retail and hospitality.

Seshadri Sen Source:  Alchemy Capital
Head of Research
Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd.                     
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Alchemy view on Market trends, analysis, and way forward; with additional inputs from industry experts about
the different aspects to superlative asset management.

1. Market Views Market Views - June 2022 - YouTube

2. Interviews :

• Mr. Seshadri Sen in an interaction with ET Now : Watch the video

MARKET INSIGHTS

*Hyperlinks to other websites made available here are to be accessed at the sole risk of the user; the content, accuracy, opinions expressed, and other
links provided by these resources are not investigated, verified, monitored, or endorsed by Alchemy.

www.alchemycapital.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jy2vsM9QYl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Y8Aw6enY9Y
http://www.alchemycapital.com/


DISCLAIMER

General Risk factors:

• All products / investment approach attract various kinds of risks. Please read the relevant Disclosure
Document/ Client Agreement/ Offer Documents (includes Private Placement Memorandum and Contribution
Agreement) carefully before investing.

General Disclaimers:

• The information and opinions contained in this report/ presentation have been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information
is accurate or complete.

• Information and opinions contained in the report/ presentation are disseminated for the information of
authorized recipients only and are not to be relied upon as advisory or authoritative or taken in substitution
for the exercise of due diligence and judgement by any recipient.

• The information and opinions are not, and should not be construed as, an offer or solicitation to buy or sell
any securities or make any investments.

• Nothing contained herein, including past performance, shall constitute any representation or warranty as to
future performance.

• The client is solely responsible for consulting his/her/its own independent advisors as to the legal, tax,
accounting and related matters concerning investments and nothing in this document or in any
communication shall constitutes such advice.

• The client is expected to understand the risk factors associated with investment & act on the information
solely on his/her/its own risk. As a condition for providing this information, the client agrees that Alchemy
Capital Management Pvt. Ltd., its Group or affiliates makes no representation and shall have no liability in
any way arising to them or any other entity for any loss or damage, direct or indirect, arising from the use of
this information.

• This document and its contents are proprietary information of Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd and
may not be reproduced or otherwise disseminated in whole or in part without the written consent.

• The information and opinions contained in this document may contain “forward-looking statements”, which
can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “will”, “seek”, “should”, “expect”,
“anticipate”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue” or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other
variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, including those set
forth under the Disclosure Document/Offer Documents, actual events or results or the actual performance
may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.

Regulatory Disclosures:

• All clients have an option to invest in the above products / investment approach directly, without
intermediation of persons engaged in distribution services.

• This document, its contents, especially the Performance related information, is not verified by SEBI or any
regulator.

Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd. (SEBI Regn No:INP000000365)
B-4, Amerchand Mansion, 16 Madame Cama Road, Mumbai 400 001 | Ph: +91-22-66171700

Website: www.alchemycapital.com | Email: contactus@alchemycapital.com
CIN-U67120MH1999PTC119811


